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DVV Clarifications  

Metric ID  Description 

3.4.3 

Number of extension and outreach programs conducted by the institution 

through organized forums including NSS/NCC with involvement of 

community during the last five years. 

HEI Input : 

 

 

3.4.3.1. Number of extension and outreach Programs conducted in 

collaboration with industry, community, and Non- Government 

Organizations through NSS/ NCC etc., year wise during the last five years 

 

2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

9 11 4 11 6 

 

 

 

 

Findings of  DVV in 3.4.3 Response of HEI    
Supporting 

Documents   

1. HEI is requested to kindly note that 

only Extension and Outreach program 

only to be considered in this metric, 

As Imparting awareness on generic 

themes should not be considered, 

Please relook and provide correct 

revise data. FOLLOWING should not 

be considered:- NATIONAL 

YOUTH DAY, NATIONAL 

VOTERS DAY etc.,  

Programs on generic themes is removed. 

View 
2. Please provide detailed report of for 

each extension and outreach program 

with specific mention of number of 

students participated and 

collaborating agency as per revise and 

as per academic session wise.  

Detailed report of for each extension and 

outreach program with specific mention of 

number of students participated and 

collaborating agency as per academic 

session wise is included. 

3. Please provide Geo tagged 

Photographs with proper CAPTIONS 

and DATES and any other supporting 

document of relevance.  

CAPTIONS and DATES are added to 

Photographs in the reports. 

http://www.brecw.ac.in/
http://www.brecw.ac.in/NAACDVVFiles/3.4.3_2_3.Extension_Programs_Reports.pdf
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Findings of  DVV in 3.4.3 Response of HEI    
Supporting 

Documents   

4. Kindly provide any other relevant 

data or documents related in this 

metrics (if available). 

Circulars and attendance sheets are 

attached. 
View 

 

 

 

http://www.brecw.ac.in/
http://www.brecw.ac.in/NAACDVVFiles/3.4.3_4.Extension_Programs_All_Data.pdf

